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PAG anticipates 
salary increase
By Claire Nickelson
staff Writer
«Sí.-*«.
Construction of the public library on 
the corner of Osos and Palm streets 
is expected to be finished in Oc­
tober. Construction worker Manuel 
Lopez works on the three-floored 
building, designed at 32,000 square 
feet. Photos by Lara Cartwright.
The Cal Poly political action 
committee for the California 
Faculty Association successfully 
lobbied in Sacramento for a 
faculty raise increase and Pro­
position 71 last week.
CFA sent representatives from 
13 California State University 
campuses to lobby against the 
legislative analyst’s proposed 
reduction of a negotiated faculty 
raise from 4.7 percent to 4 per­
cent.
Earlier this year. Gov. George 
Deukmejian agreed to the 4.7 
percent increase for CSU faculty 
based on a state study of 20 
comparative universities and 
their faculty salaries.
Cal Poly was represented by 
George Gowgani, the PAC 
chairman, and Ed Seim, CFA 
vice president.
“ We had a very successful 
day,’’ said Gowgani. “ We made 
our case and the legislators were
very receptive.’’
Gowgani and Seim met with 
Assemblymen Eric Seastrand 
and Jack O’Connell, both of 
whom were sympathetic to the 
issues they addressed.
“ Assemblyman Seastrand was 
particularly helpful. He said we 
negotiated a contract and it 
should be followed. He added 
that we had 100 percent of his 
support,’’ said Gowgani.
The Assembly Ways and 
Means subcommittee will decide 
whether or not to go ahead with 
the analyst’s recommendation 
today. If the committee votes 
against it and follows the gov­
ernor’s original recommendation, 
the 4.7 wage increase will go into 
effect as planned in January.
After meeting with the repre­
sentatives from the other 13 
campuses who spoke with the 
other legislators, Gowgani ex­
pressed his confidence with the 
PAC’s success.
“ The legislators seemed to 
See IN C R E A S E , back page
Cal State Ventura plans progress
CSU center to expand to four-year program on 550 acres
By Christine Kohn
staff Writer
Ventura may be the sight of the next Cal State 
University.
Negotiations for the purchase of up to 550 acres 
near Ventura to serve as the California State Uni­
versity Northridge-Ventura campus have started, 
said a CSU board of trustees report presented 
earlier this month.
The acreage is part of the Taylor Ranch, which is 
located between the Ventura and Ojai freeways.
CSU Northridge-Ventura, formerly called the 
CSU Northridge University Center, is located in 
Ventura and has been administered on an equal 
partnership basis by CSU Northridge and UCSB 
since 1974, said the director of the center, Joice 
Kennedy.
“ The partnership has outgrown the facilities,’’ 
said Kennedy. “ The joint administration is ceasing 
and each is becoming separate entities.’’
The center, which offers more than 20 degree and 
credential programs and has an enrollment of ap­
proximately 1,000 students, is the only one in 
California.
Once acquisition of the Taylor Ranch site is
completed, approximately four years of planning, 
construction and development will be required be­
fore classes can be taught at the site. Until that 
time, an interim site is being negotiated.
Prior to the selection of the Ventura site, Oxnard 
and Camarillo also lobbied.
“ Community reaction to the selection has been, 
for the most part, positive,’’ said Kennedy. “ Stu­
dents seem excited, especially at the prospect of 
having a four-year university there.’’
However, some Cal Poly students from Ventura 
disagree.
“ I don’t like the idea,’’ said sophomore physical 
education major Kristy Timmons. “ Ventura is al­
ready growing too big. But 1 could like it since I 
want to be a teacher. A university could bring 
more teaching jobs.’’
The community is not flexible enough to handle a 
university, said another Cal Poly student from 
Ventura.
“ I just don’t see the police and the community 
being flexible with so many college students,’’ said 
Jill Turner, an agricultural science freshman. “ But 
I do think that a university might make Ventura a 
little more happening.’’
See V E N T U R A , back page
Transient arrested at Poly
Repeated trespassings will cause 
Public Safety to act on violations
By Marisa Fujikake
staff Writer
The transient population, 
though relatively small in the 
community, has caused public 
nuisance problems at Cal Poly as 
well as in San Luis Obispo, ac­
cording to Public Safety officials.
James Patrick Johnson, 30, 
was arrested for trespassing on 
campus last week, said Cal Poly 
Public Safety.
Having been arrested several
times before, Johnson, a tran­
sient, has been caught for 
numerous reasons.
“ Once he was found yelling at 
a female student,’’ said Wayne 
Carmack, investigator at Public 
Safety. “ He’s been found using 
the gym showers and sleeping in 
the library after hours.’’
Carmack said that most tran­
sient cases on campus do not 
lead to arrests because the indi­
vidual usually cooperates and 
leaves when told. But Johnson
has been spotted on campus sev­
eral times. “ He’s subject to ar­
rest when he is found on cam­
pus,’’ Carmack said. “ We just 
watch for him and book him 
when he’s in violation.’’
T ra n s ie n ts  are  u su a lly  
harmless, said Sgt. Robert 
Schumacher of Public Safety. 
“ Many people get alarmed by 
their dirty attire, but they’re 
usually just looking for a place to 
stay,’’ he said.
Occasionally, staff or students 
notify Public Safety when they 
see a suspicious person on cam­
pus. “ It’s not uncommon to have 
somebody in the school report 
someone,’’ said Lt. Leroy 
Sec T R A N S IE N T S , back page
Impress yotir 
thrill your neighbors 
and please your parents
OK, all you backseat critics and aspiring Floyd Joneses -— 
Mustang tktUy is now taking applications for editor-in-chief of 
the I9S8-89 {taper. This campus-wide announcement isn’t be­
ing made because we’re hurting for talent. Actually, tradition 
dictates. We don’t know the last time a non-journalism major 
got to be editor, but who knows? Maybe this is the year 
someone succeeds (it snowed in Fresno this year, didn’t it?).
If you’re interested, prepare a resume, a 500-word proposal 
and a list of two professional references. Submit the {tackage 
to Floyd Jon«; — and meet him personally — after 3 p.m. in 
die Mustang Daiiy office. Deadline is 5 p.m. Wednesday, May 
ll.O oodhtck l
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Floyd Jones, editor 
Kim Holweger, managing editor 
Elmer Ramos, editorial page editor 
Dawn Jackson, sports editor 
Anna Cekola, spotlight editor 
April Karys, insight editor 
Donna Taylor, lifestyle editor 
K.M. Cannon, photo editor 
Tom Viskocil, asst, photo editor 
Grant Shaffer, illustrator 
Peggy Yeyna, general manager 
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Clear the smoke
W hen we go into the Cellar to feed the vending machines quarters, the last thing we need is to be fed cigarette smoke. It’s no choking fact 
that M & Ms and Marlboros don’t mix. It’s the 
Marlboros that have to go.
The Cellar is the only indoor site on campus where one 
can still poach a puff, meaning it’s the only indoor site 
on campus where nonsmokers have to gag on tobacco 
exhaust. It’s the smoker’s right to snuff out his own life, 
but it’s not his right to extinguish anyone else’s.
True, puffers need a place to suck cigs, so why not 
outside, where hurricane-force winds can clear the air. 
Smokers should be comfortable in the great outdoors. 
After all, that’s where the Marlboro man does it.
Water it down
R ain? What’s that? The stuff that moistened the hills a couple of weeks ago seemed like rain, but you’d never know it by checking the precipi­
tation figures. The Central Coast, like the land up north, 
is hurting for water. However, while rationing has begun 
in the Bay Area, it hasn’t here.
Officials say our water supply, if not ample, is ade­
quate. But that’s no reason to continue our wasteful 
ways. It’s hard to tell whether the current weather pat­
terns will remain. If the drought ends tomorrow — 
great! If it ends next year, we should be ready. A little 
sacrifice now surely helps in the long run.
So shorten those showers and tighten those spigots. 
It’s better than being left high and dry later on.
Plastic will be death of the sea
The woman bagging the groceries began put­ting my food into their new plastic bags. I said 
nicely, “ Could you please use the paper bags? 
Plastic is not biodegradable.”
She did not want to change bags, claiming it 
didn’t make a difference what bag was used. I then 
told her I wasn’t doing it to give her a bad time, 
but was making a statement to her boss that it 
does make a difference to me (their customer) that 
they not go plastic.
She still couldn’t grasp that somebody would 
actually care about the consequences of the kinds 
of bags used at the store.
Most plastics take hundreds of years to break 
down, if they break down at all. Plastic products 
can’t be recycled or burned (without polluting the 
air), and they take up space in landfills for cen­
turies. Plastic is produced from a nonrenewable 
resource (oil) and is the wave of the ’80s. My hope 
is that our fascination with plastic will be lost 
when we realize its grave implications.
For centuries humans have been dumping in the 
ocean without many long-term consequences. This 
was because the garbage was mostly natural and 
the vast oceans could break it down and recycle it. 
Plastic has changed this. Two years ago, 48 billion 
pounds of plastic were produced, tons of which 
were dumped into the ocean.
The world’s merchant marine fleet dumps 12 
billion pounds of garbage in the ocean each year. 
Much of this includes fishing gear such as plastic 
nets, traps, buoys and more than 52 million pounds 
of plastic packaging materials.
The world’s boaters toss 75 million pounds of 
garbage overboard every year. Beachgoers in Los 
Angeles County alone leave 150,000 pounds of 
trash on the beaches each week, with much of it 
getting blown into the water.
P lastic is proving to be deadly for our friends who live in the ocean. Almost 50,000 northern 
fur seals are choked to death by plastic cargo 
straps each year. More than 2 million seabirds die 
plastic-related deaths, such as getting choked by 
six-pack holders or ingesting enough packaging to 
keep them too buoyant to dive for fish.
A 12-meter sperm whale recently was found dead 
with 50 plastic bags in its throat. Turtles die from
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eating plastic bags, mistaken for jellyfish. Well 
over 100,000 mammals are known to die from 
plastic every year. Who knows how many more 
suffer similar fates but are not discovered?
Giant “ ghost nets” drift through the oceans en­
tangling birds, dolphins, otters, whales and others. 
When weighed down enough, these plastic nets 
carry their struggling prey to the ocean floor, 
where the animals suffocate. This is a major pro­
blem in the South Pacific, where the fleets of 
Japan, South Korea and Taiwan use huge plastic 
driftnets for fishing. There have been increased 
sightings of these deadly nets floating through the 
South Pacific and Indian Ocean.
I t is against international law to dump plastic in the sea, but enforcement is nearly impossible.
What we need to do is limit the plastic taken to 
sea through international monitoring. We also need 
to get away from using plastic where there are 
alternatives.
If these are not enough reasons to get us to cut 
our use of plastic, then 1 guess greed has really 
taken the place of caring in this world. My opinion 
is that most of us do care. We’re just artfully ma­
nipulated by plastic producers, who say their pro­
ducts are the way to go. They neglect to tell us the 
consequences of their non-biodegradable products.
Awareness of the realities is the key in changing 
our buying habits. When made aware of the truth, 
the majority of us still care enough to do some­
thing about it.
Weiser’s potshots 
were inaccurate
Editor — I am at many times 
impressed with the quality job 
the Daily manages to ac­
complish. I am also, however, 
aware of some criticism that has 
been leveled at your staff con­
cerning misinformed junior jour­
nalists writing biased articles 
that show only one side of the 
issue.
Matt Weiser’s little sounding 
off on Monday is a case in point. 
Let’s get the facts straight. 
Cuesta Ridge is one of the only 
designated shooting areas in 
SLO County. The entire ridge is 
not open to shooting — only 
three areas are clearly marked 
for such use and glass targets are 
not allowed. The U.S. Forest 
Service is in charge of monitor­
ing this activity and can occa­
sionally be seen patrolling the 
ridge. While some abuse of this 
privilege no doubt exists, I know 
from experience that Matt could 
have enjoyed his view from any 
one of several vantage points 
that are isolated from the gun­
fire.
No, 1 am not a junior Rambo, I 
don’t have gun racks in my truck
and 1 don’t even belong to the 
NRA. I am simply a lifelong res­
ident of this county who enjoys, 
among other activities, shooting 
firearms. 1 am sick and tired of 
listening to spoiled brats like 
Weiser who tell their parents to 
shut up, and waltz around think­
ing they own every square mile 
of land here. Cal Poly and SLO 
County belong to all of us — 
locals and out-of-towners alike. A 
message to all of us: Let’s open 
our tiny minds and grow up. 
Somehow we are going to have to 
be the ones who start solving the 
county’s problems or we’ll never 
make it past the year 2000.
ERIK DEJONG
No cash for kids
Editor — As a club officer, I 
feel the editorial “ Cash for the 
kids” (May 2) should have been 
titled “ Kiddies suck cash from 
campus clubs.” According to the 
editorial, ASI spends $45,000 a 
year on the Children’s Center. 
ASI is supporting the Children’s 
Center by taking. 30 percent of 
what the campus clubs made 
during Poly Royal — 10 percent 
more than last year.
I agree that there should be a 
Children’s Center. But people 
should accept responsibility for
their own children and campus 
clubs should not support them.
ANDREW DEVINE
Gay jokes are OK
Editor — In response to Bill 
Weaver’s letter about the Com­
edy Shoppe’s “ inappropriate fag 
jokes,” I would like to set the 
record “ straight.” Bill compares 
these types of jokes to racial 
jokes and says Cal Poly was “ in­
sensitive” to allow such come­
dians to perform. Well Bill, let’s 
not confuse race and ethnicity 
with sexual preference. In my 
opinion, any guy turned on by 
another man’s hairy buns is quite 
something to laugh at. Another 
thing. Bill, let’s not overestimate 
the gay population at Cal Poly. I 
hope your choice of terms, 
“ sizeable,” is way off base. By 
the way, some of the best jokes 
I’ve heard are “ fag jokes,” but 
somehow, they’re just not fit to 
print.
__________ MIKE MCMILLAN
Letters must be typewritten, 
200 words or less, and include 
the writer’s name and tele­
phone number. They may be 
edited for brevity and style.
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LA hospital to lose privileges 
for refusing to treat wounds
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A hospital will lose its 
Medicare and Medi-Cal privileges after refusing 
emergency treatment to a 19-year-old man wounded 
while trying to thwart a holdup, state health officials 
said.
Juan Andrade was shot in the left leg the night of Feb. 
9 after he tried to stop a bandit who stole $300 from a 
bakery where Andrade works. Paramedics took him to 
East Los Angeles Doctors Hospital, the closest
emergency room.
A nurse there refused to provide stabilizing care »r ar­
range his transfer to a county hospital as required by
law, said Joe Scally, chief of program review for the
state’s Health Care Financing Administration, which 
oversees the Medicare and Medi-Cal programs.
“There was a bullet embedded in the bone,” Scally 
said Monday, announcing the suspension of Medicare
and Medi-Cal privileges beginning May 16. “ This was 
definitely an emergency case that they should have ac­
cepted.”
Andrade was later taken by paramedics to County- 
USC Medical Center for surgery.
County Department of Health Services investigators 
found he was turned away from the 128-bed East Los 
Angeles hospital because he had no health insurance. 
The county also turned up two other allegations of “ pa­
tient dumping” which were referred to the Health Care 
Financing Administration.
The HCFA concluded that the hospital’s emergency 
room and medical staff “ immediately jeopardize the 
health and safety of patients,” said Ron Currie, chief of 
the HCFA’s standards and certification branch.
Patric Hooper, a lawyer for East Los Angeles Doctors, 
said the hospital is compiling a plan of corrections it be­
lieves will fend off revocation of Medicare and Medi-Cal 
privileges.
Coast Guard ships won’t go 
to Persian Gulf as planned
WASHINGTON (AP) — Strong Capitol Hill opposi­
tion led the Pentagon to scuttle tentative plans to send 
Coast Guard ships to the Persian Gulf, say lawmakers 
who contend that the ships are needed more for anti­
drug patrols.
“ I’m glad we’ve got a secretary of defense who can 
count, because he would have lost,” said Rep. Mike 
Lowry, D-Wash., author of legislation to block the plan.
The Pentagon announced late Monday that “ after a 
thorough assessment during the past week,” it was 
happy with the mix of U.S. warships in the gulf.
Lowry and Rep. Claude Pepper, D-Fla., responded by 
dropping plans to seek a vote on their amendment to the 
Pentagon budget bill.
Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis., chairman of the House Armed 
Services Committee, said the plan “ was a non-starter 
from the beginning and I’m glad (Defense Secretary 
Frank) Carlucci could understand that. That idea was 
going nowhere.”
For the past 10 days, the Pentagon had been consider­
ing taking up to six Coast Guard boats off anti-drug 
patrols and sending them to the gulf. But the idea had 
been sharply criticized by Democrats and Republicans 
alike.
Sen. John Warner, R-Va., said the decision came after 
Carlucci listened “ carefully to those of us in Congress, 
including myself, and the leadership, who suggested that 
this would not be the right time to take Coast Guard 
vessels from the United States.”
The Pentagon plan surfaced as the Reagan ad­
ministration reviewed U.S. policy and extended U.S. 
protection of neutral shipping in the war-torn waterway. 
The review followed the April 18 fight between the Navy 
and Iran, when Navy ships and planes sank or damaged 
six Iranian vessels.
Solidarity founder declines 
to lead Polish shipyard strike
GDANSK, Poland (AP) — More than 7,000 strikers at 
the Lenin shipyard, where Solidarity was born eight 
years ago, demanded Tuesday that the outlawed union 
federation be made legal again. The government called 
that “ not negotiable.”
Solidarity founder Lech Walesa, 44, spoke to the 
strikers in the shipyard several times, but said he would 
not lead the strike.
Walesa, who won the 1983 Nobel Peace Prize, still 
works at the shipyard as an electrician but is on sick 
leave this week, complaining of back pains and low blood 
sugar.
On the first day of the shipyard strike Monday, 
workers asked for a reinstatement of the union nation­
wide. Solidarity, the first independent union in the 
Soviet bloc, was crushed and outlawed after martial law 
was declared Dec. 13, 1981.
A large poster at the gate listed the other demands: 
higher pay, release of political prisoners and reinstate­
ment of fired activists.-
Polish workers want pay increases of up to 60 percent 
to compensate for price increases of 42 percent caused 
by the reduction of subsidies by the Communist gov­
ernment.
The biggest strike in more than a week of Poland’s 
worst labor trouble since the crackdown on Solidarity 
also involves about 15,000 workers at the Nowa Huta 
steel complex in the south, the nation’s largest industrial 
plant.
Government spokesman Jerzy Urban said of the de­
mand for nationwide recognition of Solidarity: “ This is 
not a question that can be an object of negotiations. It is 
not negotiable.”
He spoke in response to a question at a news con­
ference in Warsaw.
RIBS RIBS
and more RIBS
All you can eat beef rib 
dinner with soup or 
salad, ranch beans and 
San Luis Sourdough 
for only
Wednesda^l?ights only] 
5:30- 9:00pm
Wine Street Inn
In the ccllcr of T he N etw ork  
543-4488
733 Higuera Street
APPLE DAYS SALE
El Corral Bookstore is offering a limited 
time special on Macintosh Computers.
These are the lowest prices ever!
Macintosh Information Open House
D ate
4/21/88 Thu 
4/28/88 Tliu
* 5/02/88 Mon
* 5/05/88 Thu 
*5/10/88 Tues
Time
12:00-3:00
12:00-3:00
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12:00-3:00
Location 
U.U. 219 
U.U. 219 
U.U. 219 
U.U. 219 
U.U. 219
*Pick up Your Free Gift
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Stop in at El Corral Bookstore 
Computer Department for details. EiG)iial Bookstoie
"IBM will be taking 
orders during 
demonstration."
IBM PS/2
Demonstration
UU 220.10:00-2:00
BGsnol Bookstofe
............
SEE A DEMO.
BRING THIS COUPON AND 
RECEIVE A FREE GIFT
while they last 
Redeemable @  UU 220
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Juicing up at 500 mph
Story and photos by Floyd Jones W
Jonah would have related to this one.
Aside from a few slimy guts here and 
there inside that big fish that swallowed 
him, this probably looked the same inside 
— all except for the glass belly.
This whale can fly. In fact, that’s how it 
got from from Grand Forks, N.D. , to 
Vandenberg Air Force Base near Lompoc. 
And since this whale — the KC-135 
Stratotanker — was going to be sitting 
around the base for a couple of days last 
week, the high-ups thought they might as 
well do something with it.
So they did. What was to be another 
routine exercise for the Air Force flyboys 
aboard would be like a kid’s first trip to 
Disneyland for about 20 radio, TV and 
newspaper people.
The KC-135, a 1959 Boeing, is used 
mainly for airborne refueling of strategic 
long-range bombers. On this day, April 26, 
the plane was to refuel an Air Force FB- 
111 bomber somewhere over Mt. Whitney. 
And it took little more than an assurance 
of coffee, pastries, and the anticipation of 
a rare view to lure the media into the belly 
of the plane. Military public relations at 
its best.
The morning was cool and the sun began 
to peek over the hills. Camera equipment 
was gradually piled into vans, and the 
Fourth Estate was off, winding through 
government land toward the airstrip.
A couple of dull gray jets basked in the 
sunlight next to a short stretch of bunkers 
and khaki-colored trucks tucked under 
camouflage netting — well-concealed, even 
from ground level. It looked the ideal place 
for school kids to swarm. And that’s ex­
actly what had happened the day before, 
we were told. Three hundred of them.
But for those who had lived through 
j,reater wonders, the scene was little more 
than a neat little side show. Greater sights 
were to come.
After a short briefing, cameras darted in 
and out and circled around the tanker, 
which is no bigger than a medium-size 
airliner. From a baseball’s throw away 
droned the whistling hiss of the FB-lIl 
preparing for takeoff. Up the white, 
presidential-like staircase and inside the 
gutted whale, a motor steadily shrieked as 
the four turbojets warmed.
Inside it was a long cave, the curving 
walls lined with red, mesh-backed, 
seatbelt-material chairs — just like some­
thing out of the Green Berets. Inside the 
front of the plane was an archway to the 
cockpit. At the rear of the plane was the
glass belly, a place where best friends 
would later fight like cats over a five- 
minute view of the refueling.
It was about an hour-and-a-half — 
somewhere over Fresno and after we had 
glided over a mass of snow-topped Sierras 
— b'efore the bomber pulled in underneath 
us. Everyone rushed to the back to stand 
in line.
Before the flight. Master Sgt. A1 Bek- 
kerus, the “ flying boom’’ operator of the 
four-man crew, said the tanker can pump 
6,000 pounds of fuel per minute into the 
bomber. On this day the tanker was to 
pump 18,000 pounds of fuel into the FB- 
111 — a three-minute task, but dragged to 
45 minutes for photo opportunities. When 
full, the KC-135 holds 120,000 pounds of 
fuel.
“ If you haven’t seen this before,’’ Bek- 
kerus said, “ it’s neat.’’
And it was. The boom operator stret­
ches out on his stomach, and with his 
arms hanging over the recliner he peers 
out the 4-foot window and guides a long, 
metal tube with a joystick to the ap­
proaching bomber 30 feet below. A little 
hatch opens on the bomber’s roof, expos­
ing what looks like a shiny blowhole — 
probably twice the size of a car’s gas 
opening. At about 30,000 feet above 
ground and traveling 500 mph, putting a 
round peg in a round hole can be difficult.
“ There’s not much of a target to get it 
in down there,’’ Bekkerus yelled over the 
tanker’s buzzing turbojets.
KC-135S were widely used during the 
Vietnam War. Bekkerus said they refueled 
planes over safer areas like Okinawa. But 
they still had their work cut out for them.
The following account is about two F- 
105 fighters returning from a mission over 
North Vietnam. They were short on fuel 
and later lost due to radio confusion. The 
account comes out of a pamphlet of the 
905th Aerial Refueling Squadron at Grand 
Forks Air Force Base:
“ Maj. Alvin L. Lewis and his KC-135 
crew monitored the situation in another 
refueling area, managed to keep track of 
the F-105s, and silently proceeded to their 
assistance. Just as one fighter pilot was 
about to eject, Maj. Lewis maneuvered the 
KC-135 to its utmost in order to make the 
hookup, which he did in a 20-degree dive 
while turning to the right just as the F- 
105 flamed out. Nevertheless, the tanker 
refueled the fighter until it could restart. 
The second fighter was successfully 
refueled, thereby saving both crews and
r
The FB-111 refueling somewhere over Fresno.
their respective aircraft.”
Bekkerus became a boom operator 
shortly after the war, so he hasn’t seen as 
much action as wartime refuelers. During 
Vietnam the KC-135 flew almost 200,000 
missions. Now, at Grand Forks and the 20 
other bases throughout the country that 
house the tankers, each runs about 20
■Í»
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refuelings a week.
As difficult as 
the operation is, 
Bekkerus makes it 
look as easy as 
putting a straw in a 
milkshake. That’s 
what 15 years of 
practice can ac­
complish.
The ride home 
was as good as the 
refueling. Pilots Lt. 
Col. Gary Hall and 
Capt. Dave Brook, 
guided by naviga­
tor Capt. Geno 
Rohl, flew over 
Yosemite Valley — 
H alf Dome, El 
C a p ita n  and 
Yosemite Falls flew 
underneath like a 
movie. And that’s 
what it seemed like 
when we touched 
down three short 
hours after takeoff 
— like we’d just 
walked out of the 
movie theater.
On this day, the tanker 
was to pump 18,000 pounds 
of fuel into the FB-111 ... as 
difficult as the operation is, 
Bekkerus makes it look as 
easy as putting a straw in a 
milkshake.
Pilots Lt. Col. Gary Hall and Capt. Dave Brook.
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EVERYTHING IN STOCK! 
NOTHING HELD BACK!
TAKE 20%  OFF 
CURRENT PRICES 
ON ALL REGULAR 
PRICED ITEMSI
TAKE 20%  OFF 
SALE PRICES ON 
ALL SALE ITEMSI
DURING SALE 2 ITEM PRICING 
NOT IN EFFECT.
SOME EXAMPLES
A TH LETIC  SHOES
ORIGINAL CURRENT E X T R A  
PRICE SALE lO H  O P»
Special Croup 
Baseball Shoes. 
Special Croup 
Athletic Shoes. 
Special Croup 
Athletic Shoes. 
Special Croup 
Athletic Shoes.
New Balance 990
UP
TO
UP
TO
UP
to$48 14.99 l l* *
$40 19.99 IS **
TO $50 24.99 19** 
Vo $65 29.99 2S** 
$100 49.99 S9**
A TH LETIC  APPAR EL
CURRENT E X TR A  
SALE SO H O PP
New Balance
Cycling S h o rts ............ 19.99 15**
Men's/women's
Main Event warmups . 19.99 15**
All
Sweat Pants . . . .  e x t r a  2 0 %  O F F
CUREENT PRICES
Running Shorts . E X TR A  2 0 %  O F F
All CUEEENT PRICES
Lycra T ig h ts ____E X TR A  2 0 %  O F F
;^|| CURRENT PRICES
Swim wear............E X TR A  2 0 %  O F F
All Swim CURRENT PRICES
Accessories . . . .  e x t r a  2 0 %  O F F
^11 CURRENT PRICES
Socks.....................E X TR A  2 0 %  O F F
^11 CURRENT PRICES
sunglasses......... E X TR A  2 0 %  O F F
CURRENT PRICES 
CURRENT E X TR A
Pacific SALE t O %  OPP
Std. Iron P la te s ......... 39Vlb 51 ^ /ib
• based on mfg printed lbs
Pacific
International Plates . . . 49Vlb 19^/ib
• based on mfg printed lbs
Excel Brutus I
Bench w/Leg Developer . 199.99 1 59**
Pacific 7* Deluxe
international B a r . . . .  154.99 121**
Excel Brutus III
international Bench . . .  144.99 115**
Altus 6" Leather
weight B e lt ................  22.99 18**
ATH LETICS
E X TR A
tO H O P P
AISA Deluxe
Skateboard _ ___
Orion
Cycling Helmet . 
Bell v-1 Pro 
Cycling Helmet . 
Easton
B a ts .......................
Louisville
B a ts .......................
All Baseball/Softball
C lo v e s ...................
29.99 21**
29.99 21**
59.99 47**
E X TR A  20%  O F F
CURRENT PRICES
E X TR A  20%  O F F
CURRENT PRICES
30% 50%
Off Jan Off Jan.
TENNIS/COLF
CURRENT E X T R A  
SALE EOS« OPP
Prince
Spectrum c o m p .........  159.99 127**
Wilson
Kramer s t a f f ..............  89.99 71**
Wilson
coif B a g s ..............E X TR A  20%  O F F
MacGregor c u r r e n t  p r ic es
coif S e ts................ E X TR A  20%  O F F
Pro Line c u p e w i t  p r ic es
coif Balls ............E X TR A  20%  O F F
CURRBUT PRICES
CAMPINC/W ATERSKI
CURRENT E X TR A  
SALE f O ^ O P P
Jansport
D-3 or D*5 P a c k ____ 129.99 101**
Slumberjack 20** Rated
Sleeping B a g ..........  75.99 60**
Famous Trails
Youth Frame Pack . .  32.99 26**
All
Freeze Dried Food. e x t r a  20%  O F F
All Coleman c u r r e n t  p r ic es
Coolers & Stoves e x t r a  20%  O F F
All MSR CURRENT PRICES
S to ve s ..................E X TR A  20%  O F F
All Peak-1 CURRENT p r ic es
s to v e s ..................E X TR A  20%  O F F
/^ll H O  CURRENT PRICES
w a te rs k is ......... e x t r a  20%  O F F
All Connelly c u r r e n t  pr ic es
w a te rs k is ......... e x t r a  20%  O F F
c u r r e n t  p r ic es
MAY 5TH ONLY!
C o p e l a n d ^ s  S p o r t s
962 M o n te re y
San Luis Obispo. 543<3663
HOURS: Mon-Fri 9:50-6. (Thurs till 9) Sat 10-7, Sun 10-6
QuantlMai a tiiM  limitad to Mock on band, wa i I tua rlgnt to i
Voter registration deadline 
nearing for state primary
The California Primary is on 
June 7 and any U.S. citizens over 
18 who wish to have a say in the 
selection of their party’s can­
didate must be registered to vote 
by May 9. Voter registration 
forms must be postmarked by 
that date and received by the 
County Clerk by May 13.
Cal Poly students and San Luis 
Obispo residents have many 
ways to register to vote. 
Everyone must complete the 
voter registration form, but there 
are many avenues available to 
get and submit this simple form.
At Cal Poly, forms may be ob­
tained in the goverment docu­
ments office on the third floor of 
Kennedy Library, or from the 
political science department of­
fice in FOB 14. Dorm residents 
may take advantage of the ef­
forts of the Young Democrats 
and attend a voter registration 
drive in the dorms. This drive is 
scheduled from 5 to 7 p.m. May 4 
in Sierra Madre and Yosemite 
halls. Forms are available at the 
U.U. Information Desk.
There is also a variety of 
sources to obtain registration 
forms off-campus. Party head­
quarters of both the Democratic 
and Republican parties have 
forms and will collect and submit 
completed forms.
Rubes®
Democratic headquarters are 
located at 964 Chorro St. and are 
open Monday through Friday 
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Republican headquarters are 
located at 1141 Marsh St., and 
will be open from 10:30 a.m. to 
3:30 p.m., Monday though Fri­
day.
Several government offices 
also distribute the form: the Post 
Office, City Hall and the County 
Clerk’s office at 1007 Monterey 
St. The forms may be submitted 
in person to the clerk’s office 
Monday through Friday from 8 
a.m. to 5 p.m.
Acording to Janet Haley, dep­
uty clerk, forms may also be ob­
tained from many banks and 
savings and loans, and from the 
offices of PG&E and Southern 
California Gas Co.
All registrants must remember 
several voting regulations. All 
voters must re-register any and 
every time their address changes. 
All registered voters may vote in 
the general election, which will 
cover a number of measures that 
affect the state and county. 
Voters will only be allowed to 
vote in the presidential primary 
of their registered party, so con­
sider this if you’re thinking of 
the “ Independent” option.
—Dave Moore
By Leigh Rubin
Achtung!
Cerman high-performance engineering. It makes your car worth the investment. But the only way to pro­tect that investment is with a service schedule 
tailored by experts.
At German Auto we have a great respect tor the 
automobiles we service. They deserve to be maintained 
by highly-skilled technicians who take pride in their 
work— German Auto technicians.
So tor the most conscientious service this side of the 
Rhine, you can trust German Auto. Call us today for an 
appointment because your car can't afford to wait.
Tru st German Auto
Specialising m Porsche. Audi. BMW S  Volkswagen Automobiles
273 Pacific Street, San Luis Obispo
SP O R TS
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Youth, inexperience only add to 
success of women’s track team
By Rob Lorenz
staff Writer
The Cal Poly women’s track 
team is close to the end of 
another successful season, but 
this year the success has taken 
on a somewhat unusual form: 
there is an extraordinary amount 
of freshmen and sophomores 
contributing to the team in a big 
way.
“ It’s unique in that the ma­
jority of freshman take a year to 
adjust,’’ said coach Lance 
Harter. “This group has exceed­
ed a lot of expectations.’’
One top performer has been 
middle distance runner Teena 
Colebrook, who is a sophomore. 
Colebrook has not only qualified 
for nationals, but also for the 
Olympic trials of her native 
country. Great Britain, as well. 
She came to Cal Poly after run­
ning a number of years against 
top competition in Europe.
“ I really enjoy it here,’’ she 
said. “ It’s been a great boost to 
my running.’’
Colebrook^ however, is only the 
best of a very deep group of
middle-distance runners. Aeron 
Arlin, a freshman, has qualified 
for nationals in the 800-meters, 
and Sherri Minkler, is a sopho­
more, has qualified in the
3.000- meters, as well as the
5.000- meters. Amanda Marks, 
also a sophomore, has qualified 
for nationals in the 5,000-meters 
and the 10,000-meters.
The young talent does not stop 
at the middle-distance area, 
how ever. F re sh m an  G ina 
Albanese, who runs both relays 
and the 400-meter hurdles, has 
performed at a high level the en­
tire year.
Albanese is one of the top 
three 400-meter hurdle runners in 
the nation at the Division II 
level. For her, the transition from 
high school to college competi­
tion was not as hard as one 
would think.
“ The was really no adjustment 
because 1 trained just as hard in 
high school,’’ said Albanese.
“ She has been a very pleasant 
surprise because she has been 
consistent all year at a national 
level,’’ said Harter.
“ I’ve benefited from having so 
many other talented girls around 
to train with. Sometimes it’s 
hard to stay motivated in high 
school.’’
The weight events have also 
shared the wealth of young tal­
ent. Melissa White, a freshman, 
has qualified for nationals in 
both the discus and the javelin, 
while sophomore Buffy Sexton 
has excelled in the discus, javelin 
and the shot put.
Other top freshman and soph­
omore performers include Karen 
Lawson in the long jump and 
sprints; Charzet Polk in the 
sprints; Julie Thatcher, a na­
tional qualifier in the 1,500- 
meters; Melanie Hiatt in the 
middle distances; and Kris 
Kochel in the middle distances.
“ There are always one or two 
underclassmen who perform at 
very high levels. It is very 
unique to have as many as we 
have that are running very well,’’ 
said Harter, adding that having 
such young talent has helped 
with recruiting efforts.
Cal Poly to host 
USGF nationals
Cal Poly has been chosen to 
host the 1989 men’s and 
women’s United States Gym­
nastics Federation National 
Championships.
The competition, to be held 
April 7-8, will include the top 
eight women’s and top six 
men’s teams competing at the 
NCAA Divison II and III 
level.
Although Cal Poly doesn’t 
have a men’s intercollegiate 
team. Cal Poly’s women’s 
gymnastics team has finished 
among the top 20 teams in the 
nation among Division II 
schools for the past three 
years. This year the Lady 
Mustangs finished fourth at 
the national championships, 
and the team placed sixth in 
1987.
The 1986 team did not com­
pete at the national competi­
tion, but finished the season 
with a national ranking of 
16th.
Night fun run to draw 400
Night Moves. Sounds like 
someone is coming on to you - 
getting hot, sweaty and dirty with 
about 400 others on the Cal Poly 
campus.
Rec Sports is hosting its fifth 
annual Night Moves 5K fun run 
Thursday, May 12, at Cal Poly.
The run is designed for both 
Cal Poly students and community 
members. The run will be held at 
night, and will begin across the 
street from the Health Center. 
The route continues out to the 
swine unit, loops around, and 
will end at the University Union.
The race will have seven 
divisions, including men, women 
and co-ed. "We tried to make it 
so everyone has a chance to 
win," said Rick Van Horn, 
organizer of the event. "What 
happens sometimes is the same
group of people always wins so 
we tried to divide it up enough so 
it’s fair to everyone.
Van Horn said last year about 
350 people ran in the race. "One 
of our goals is to increase turnout 
each year, so this year's goal is 
400.
"W alk or run, w hat's 
important to us is that people 
have a good time," Van Horn 
said.
He added he is disappointed 
the race course is not 
accommodating for people in 
wheelchairs. "Because of the 
rough roads and all, it’s really nol 
a suitable race for them to 
participate in," Van Horn said. 
"My brother's in a wheelchair, 
and their chair is their body. 
They don't want to ride through 
the dirt like that."
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YOUR FIRST STEP 
TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE YOU 
COULD TAKE THIS SUMMER.
At Army ROTC Camp Challenge you’ll learn 
what it takes to succeed—in college and in 
life. You’ll build self-conhdence and develop 
your leadership potential. Plus you can also 
qualify to earn an Army Officer’s commission 
when you graduate from college.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge. It may be 
just what you need to reach the top.
Find out more. Contact Larry Stayton at 
SLO-ROTC (756-7682).
ARMY ROTC
THE SMiaRTEST C O U EG E 
COURSE TOD U N  T U L
r. ■R
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Furnished 2 Bedroom 
Apartments
9 or 12 month lease
Free Utilities
•Healed swimming pool 
•Weight room 
•Tennis court 
•Basketball court
•Recreation/T.V. room 
•Free parking 
•Laundry facilities 
•Next to Lucky's 
Shopping Center
APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED
Discounts given to those who apply in groups of 3 or 4
For Inform ation Call:
544-7599
Office open Daily
ek:
0, D.
I
99C BIG MAC 999
IT’S A  
GOO D TIME 
FOR THE 
GREAT TASTE
This coupon entitles  
you to one Big Mac. 
Lim it one per cus­
tom er, per v is it.
Please present cou­
pon when ordering.
Not valid w ith any 
other offer.
Valid until June 30, 1988 Good only at
SAN LUIS O BISPO ,;
i S S w S S S B B M B i i S - f d a i
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San Luis Dukakis supporters prepare for June 7
Hope to help governor from Boston 
win against Jackson in primary here
B y  Karin Holtz
staff Writer
Local supporters of Michael 
Dukakis are gearing up to beat 
out Jesse Jackson in the June 7 
state Democratic primary.
The national Dukakis cam­
paign, on a roll after recent vic­
tories in New York and Penn­
sylvania, has not hit California 
yet, but the local campaign is 
getting a head start recruiting 
supporters.
There is a substantial amount
of support for Dukakis in San 
Luis Obispo, said Andy Maselli, 
local campaign coordinator for 
Dukakis.
Cal Poly student Scott 
Hansford, a member of the local 
D u k ak is  co m m ittee , said  
Dukakis’ appeal is his experi­
ence, rather than charisma.
The choice between Dukakis 
and Jesse Jackson for the Demo­
cratic nomination, Hansford 
said, “ is a pick between someone 
that is full of charisma, but has 
no experience,’’ and someone
NOT
M L n / m A S
A I X
CREATED
EQUAL
The better the business school, the better your job oppor­
tunities. And to better the likelihood of getting into your first- 
choice school, your best bet is Kaplan’s GMAT prep course.
Make it your business to call.
ÍKAPLAN
STANLEY H .K A P LA N  EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
ENROLLING NOW! Visit us at 
our center, 6464 Hollister, #7, 
Goleta, CA 93117. Or call us 
days, evenings or weekends. Our 
phone number: (805) 685-5767.
✓
Set Yourself Apart...
next year,
enjoy quiet and privacy at
STAFFORD GARDENS
and
Las Casitas
DELUXE ONE 
AND TWO BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSES
3 blocks from  cam pus
NOW LEASING FOR FALL QUARTER
CALL 543-2032 for more in fo rm ation
with the experience, but not the 
charisma.’’
“ We had eight years of 
charisma with the Reagan 
legacy. I’m sick of charisma,’’ 
said Hansford, an animal science 
sophomore.
Dukakis stands for lower 
unemployment rates and takes a 
pro-Israel stance, Hansford said. 
He is against offshore oil rigging 
and aid to the Contras. “ I think 
all those things appeal to a lot of 
people.’’
Hansford said Dukakis would 
stand a better chance than 
Jackson against Republican 
nominee George Bush in the 
November election.
“ Dukakis is the more electable 
of Jackson and Dukakis,’’ 
Hansford said, “ You have to 
have crossover votes to win an 
election, and he (Jackson) won’t 
get this ... Jackson is too left of 
center on many issues to get any 
Republican support.’’
Hansford is helping to organize 
a Dukakis campaign committee 
on campus.
Campus Democrats are leaning 
toward Jackson right now 
because his campaign was orga­
nized here before ours, Hansford 
said. “ His word is out, and ours 
isn’t.’’
Hansford doesn’t think sup-
The choice between Dukakis and Jesse 
Jackson for the Democratic nomination is a 
‘pick between someone who is full of charisma 
but has no experience’ and someone with the 
experience but not the charisma. ‘We had 8 
years of charisma with the Reagan legacy. I’m 
sick of charisma.’
—Scott Hansford
Rubes
port for Jackson is for the right 
reasons. “ It’s kind of a fad to 
vote for Jackson,’’ he said.
In the national campaign 
Hansford is “ confident that 
Dukakis is well ahead of 
Jackson,’’ but California may be 
a different story,
“ There are a lot of analysts 
that say California is up for 
grabs,’’ Hansford said. Some 
Dukakis supporters may feel 
that he already has the nomina­
tion wrapped up and decide not 
to vote. This could give Jackson 
the state if an overwhelming 
number of his supporters vote.
Before the primary, the com­
mittee’s main goal is to get
By Leigh Rubin
The Snack Bar Presents
Suesadilla 
Omalette
TrjitllouHlikeit!
Special Introductory Frice:
S1.50
Served Monday-Friday 
7 a i .to l0 a .in .
Dukakis to come to San Luis 
Obispo.
“ We’re getting Dukakis here if 
it breaks our back,’’ Hansford 
said.
Maselli and Hansford hope to 
have Dukakis in town on May 29 
for an “ I Like Mike Day’’ rally in 
the Mission Plaza.
If Dukakis does get the Demo­
cratic nomination, that’s when 
most of the campaign action will 
take place.
“ Not until after the primary 
will the main thrust start,’’ 
Hansford said.
Maselli said the campaigners 
will then make a pitch to 
Republicans, in addition to 
Democrats.
Moussart 
chocolate 
tasting 
for Mozart
B y  Diane Wright
staff Writer
Chocolate, chocolate and more 
chocolate is on the menu for 
“ Chocolate Moussart,’’ a choco­
late-tasting benefit sponsored by 
the San Luis Obispo Mozart 
Festival,
The benefit will be on Garden 
Street during Farmers’ Market 
tomorrow.
The Mozart Festival is a non­
profit organization that sponsors 
a weeklong classical music festi­
val in August. Proceeds of the 
chocolate-tasting will be used to 
pay musicians for this year’s 
18th annual festival to be held 
Aug. 1-7.
Fifteen local merchants are 
donating chocolate food and 
drinks to be sampled. There will 
be chocolate brownies, cookies, 
puddings, truffles, cakes, can­
dies, coffees and chocolate 
mousse.
Tasters can indulge in the 
goodies by using tickets pur­
chased at the event or at the 
Mozart Festival office. A book of 
six tickets costs $5. Tickets can 
also be used to enter chocolate 
lovers in drawings for chocolate 
treats and gift certificates.
An auction will be held for a 
10-pound bar of Guittard choco­
late. There will also be a choco­
late cake decorating demonstra­
tion.
The Cal Poly Saxophone 
Quartet and a bluegrass band 
called “The New Five Cents’’ will 
be playing at the tasting.
Christine Maguire of the 
Mozart Festival said in previous 
years, the organization held a 
wine-tasting benefit, but the 
group wanted to do something a 
little different this year.
“ What else do people really en­
joy? Chocolate,’’ Maguire said.
See CHOCOLATE, page 9
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Annual agriculture class is 
‘fairly’ unique to the nation
By Rob Lorenz
staff Writer
If someone were to tell you 
that they were going to take a 
class that dealt strictly with the 
fair industry, you probably 
would not believe them. There is, 
however, such a class offered at 
Cal Poly.
“ This is the 26th year we’ve 
offered it,’’ said Jack Scott, an 
agricultural management in­
structor who teaches the course. 
“ And until last year, we were the 
only college in the United States 
that had a class in fair manage­
ment.’’
The course, which is offered 
only in the fall, is designed to 
cover every major aspect of a 
fair, from carnivals to contracts 
to crowd control.
“ There are so many different 
facets of the fair industry, so 
w e’re no t tra in in g  only 
managers,’’ said Scott. “ We’re 
excited about getting volunteers 
to work at local fairs as well.’’
Scott has taught the course for 
21 years, and he would like to see 
it expand to a wider variety of 
majors.
“ There is a real need for the 
people in the design area to be 
involved in fairs, as well as 
graphic design and journalism,’’ 
said Scott.
What, then, are students learn­
ing in this course? For the most 
part, they are learning what 
makes a successful fair.
“ All fairs have to have a good, 
competitive exhibit program,’’ 
said Scott. “ That’s number one. 
From there, you need to add 
some sort of entertainment.’’
Scott added that good food and 
a wholesome family atmosphere 
are also important. He cited the 
Paso Robles Mid-State Fair as. an 
example.
“ The Mid-State Fair is a real 
excellent faii ,^’’ he said. “ It’s got 
all the components of a good fair
Professor Jack Scott
(plus) it has an extremely strong 
entertainment package, which 
kind of overshadows the rest of 
it. They have the best enter­
tainment package of any fair in 
the United States.’’
Some students who get a start 
in Scott’s class end up working 
for fairs such as the Mid-State 
Fair upon graduation.
“ During a given year, out of 
the class that I have, there are 
about five to eight students that 
come to me and say that they 
want to get involved,’’ he said. 
“ At the present time I have 
seven students that 1 am really 
closely working with. They are 
either on internships or they will 
travel with me when I go to 
fairs.’’
For these students, becoming 
involved in the fair industry is 
their occupation of first choice. 
But finding a job in that in­
dustry does not always prove 
easy.
“ The problem is the hiring 
practice of fairs,’’ said Scott. 
“ We don’t place as many as we 
would like. The competition is 
really hard because a young 
graduate of Cal Poly may be 
competing against 30 to 50 ap­
plicants, some of whom are from 
the local community.’’
To Scott, however, the class is 
too enjoyable to let problems 
such as these get him frustrated.
“ Fairs are fun,’’ he said. “ Fair 
people are fun people. It is a very 
enjoyable class.’’
CHOCOLATE
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She said she hopes the choco­
late-tasting will interest more 
people in the festival’s summer 
program.
US 98-FM is co-sponsoring the 
chocolate-tasting by • publicizing 
the event on the air. Dick Mason, 
US 98 general manager, said the 
s ta tio n  a lso  w ro te  and
distributed about five different 
public service announcements to 
various local stations.
Mason said he came up with 
the name “ Moussart” for the 
event because when he thinks of 
chocolate and Mozart he thinks 
of chocolate mousse.
“ This is the fun part of being 
involved in a radio station, to 
help promote something like 
this,’’ Mason said. He added that 
although this is the first time the 
station is helping to promote the
Mozart Festival, he has enjoyed 
attending it in past years.
This year’s Mozart Festival 
will feature about 20 concerts 
will be held at 10 different loca­
tions throughout the county. 
Musicians scheduled to perform 
include forte pianists Malcolm 
Bilson and Jeffrey Kahane.
M aguire said C hristopher 
Hogwood, a world famous con­
ductor, will be coming from 
England.
CALENDAR
Wednesday
•A Diabetes Support Group 
meets every Wednesday from 
noon to 1 p.m. in the Health 
Center Medical Library. For 
more in fo rm ation , contact 
Carolyn Hurwitz at 756-1211.
thursday
•Highest bidders in the lost 
and found auction can pick up
their items Thursday from 8:30 
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the University 
Warehouse, Building 70. On Fri­
day, second highest bidders may 
collect their items and an open 
auction for all unclaimed things 
will be held at noon.
•ASI Outings is sponsoring a 
leadership workshop Thursday at 
11 a.m. in U.U. 202A. They will 
also hold a rock-climbing seminar 
from 5 to7 p.m. in U.U. 216.
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Lighten up for spring!
We buy quality used clothing
Full Circle
570 Higuera#10 SLO 
(in the creamery) 
544-5611
Call for buying times
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-
D ive  into A  G REAT TASTING
PlZZSi
W CDDSTOCK’S
4 ^
•.W
1015 Court St. San Luis Obispo 
(across from Osos St. Subs)
WE DELIVER 541-4420
2 FREE Softdrinks
with any
W OODSTOCKS PIZZA
541-4420
(one coupon per pizza)
expires 5/18/88 MD
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Poster, theme contest set 
for October Homecoming
By Marianne Biasotti
Staff Writer
There’s another theme con­
test on campus, and this time 
it’s not for Poly Royal, but for 
the 1 988 H om ecom ing 
weekend, October 21-23.
The what and when?
Many students aren’t famil­
iar with Cal Poly’s Homecom­
ing, or realize that there is a 
Homecoming. To increase stu­
dent involvement. Alumni 
Director Steve Shockley decid­
ed to hold the Annual 
Homecoming Theme Contest, 
which will run all month and 
end May 23.
A $100 cash prize will go to 
the best entry. Entries should 
include both a theme and its 
supporting artwork and be no
Rubes
bigger than 8 X 10 inches. 
They are to be submitted to 
the Alumni House.
“ Homecoming is a festive 
happening which brings alumni 
to the campus for reunions, 
and encourages student and 
com munity invo lvem ent,” 
Shockley said.
“ 1 don’t want to stifle 
creative genius,” Shockley 
said. He encourages any theme 
and artwork.
He said student involvement 
has increased since the incep­
tion of the Laugh O’ Lympics 
two years ago. All clubs on 
campus are invited to par­
ticipate in various events such 
as the Sundae Eating Contest, 
the Mackeral Toss, the Tricy­
cle race and many others.
By Leigh Rubin
“Say honey, does this earring go with my hook?”
541-4839
Free Demonstration
by
Lindy Brown
Saturday, May 7th 
10:30-4:00
•a rt supplies*crafts 
•m odels*leather (Tandy) 
i\i OPEN MON. THRU SAT. aJJ 9:30-5:30. THURS TILL 9; 
SUN. 12 NOON TO 4
855 Marsh, Downtown 
Son Luis Obispo 
544-5518
IE exhibit wows visitors, 
wins top Poly Royal award
Team effort, brainstorming key to the display’s success
AnENTION SENIORS!
Tabula Rasa Press & Bindery 
is now taking orders for 
G raduation nam e ca rd  insertions 
*Good quality at reasonable prices 
*Book binding services also available
Capitolia Way 
(off of Broad St.)
By Claire Nickelson
staff Writer
From robotics to selecting the 
perfect wine for dinner, the in­
dustrial engineering department 
created displays to amaze and 
walked away with the Poly Royal 
Sweepstakes Award for the best 
exhibit.
The team effort began early 
fall quarter with a core group of 
three students and their adviser, 
and rallied to include the in­
volvement of more than one-third 
of the department by Poly Royal 
weekend.
“ Our adviser. P rofessor 
Pouraghabagher, offered some 
really good ideas during 
brainstorming and we put 
together a list of highly capable 
people for the projects,” said 
Richard Keith, one of the 
managers.
“ As far as developing projects 
went, we looked at what we had 
and worked from there on 
creating programs to perform 
certain tasks,” explained Jeff 
Johnson, a project coordinator.
The recent acquisition of more 
robots led to the segmentation of 
the exhibits into two catagories: 
the Modern Room and the Tradi­
tional Room.
Two of the Modern Room pro­
jects included an Expert System, 
which selected the perfect wine 
for dinner, and a bar-coding 
machine with a CAD plotter that 
translated a person’s name into 
bars and then printed it out on a 
certificate for membership as an 
honorary IE.
The Modern Room was also a
big hit with the kids. A Com­
puter Integrated Manufacturer 
took drawings and reproduced 
them on wood. The biggest hit, 
however, was a machine pro­
grammed to produce miniature 
baseball bats. It could hardly 
keep up with the demand.
A speech synthesizer, built by 
the IE department, translated 
written words into speech.
The Human Factors exhibit.
questions on a personal level and 
people really appreciated our ef­
forts,” said Julia Miyaoka, who 
directed the exhibit. “ You can 
put together a great display, but 
if people don’t understand what’s 
going on they just walk by.”
Intensified work on the pro­
jects for the exhibit began winter 
quarter. Although the partici­
pants in the program received 
one unit of school credit for their
'Students were here to explain the projects and 
answer specific questions on a personal level, 
and people really appreciated our efforts. You 
can put together a great display, but if people 
don’t understand what’s going on they just 
walk by.’
—Julie Miyaoka, exhibit director
which tested visitors’ sensory 
and cognitive skills, manual dex­
terity and reaction time, was one 
of the focal points of the Tradi­
tional Room.
“ Human Factors are really 
important in engineering because 
they must be taken into con­
sidera tion  when designing 
systems,” said Roxanne Styles, 
the project’s coordinator.
All of the participants said 
people were most impressed with 
the interface between humans 
and technology and attributed 
their success to their ability to 
explain the exhibits in laymen 
terms.
“ Students were here to explain 
the projects and answer specific
work, the majority said the lear­
ning experience was the prime 
motivator.
The first round of judging was 
within the School of Engineering 
and, having won there, the IE 
department went on to compete 
with the best of the other six 
schools on campus.
With Poly Royal in the not so 
distant past, the projects will 
still be put to use in the future. 
Some of the robotics projects are 
being used in class demonstra­
tions and are going through 
modifications. All the program­
ming information has been 
documented so that the projects 
will be able to run again next 
year.
Tourism brings millions to county 
shows promotion programs work
By Keith Nunes
staff Writer
Tourism brought more than 
$323 million dollars to San Luis 
Obispo County in 1986-87. And 
this figure represents an 8.1 per­
cent increase over 1985-86 
statistics, according to the state 
Department of Commerce.
“ This increase is a positive in­
dication that countywide tourism 
promotional programs are work­
ing,” said Jonni Eylar, director 
of the San Luis Obispo Visitors 
and Conference Bureau.
“The best way to tell whether 
tourism has increased is to com­
pare the increase in expenditures 
with the normal county growth,”
said Eylar.
“The Bureau is a county wide 
organization which attempts to 
promote San Luis Obispo Coun­
ty. Currently, we are working on 
a marketing campaign for SLO in 
Los Angeles, San Francisco and 
other areas of California. We are 
also working on promotional 
campaigns in trade shows across 
the United States and even in the 
international m arket,”  said 
Eylar.
“ When we are promoting the 
county we try to highlight the 
area’s bright spots. For example, 
our number one tourist attrac­
tion to SLO County is Hearst 
Castle,” said Eylar. “ SLO Coun­
ty also draws a lot of attention
•  Member of the American 
Optometrie Association
•  Eyecare Consultant for 
Cal Poly Health Center
•  Specializing in Contact 
lx;nses
•  All Lens Types Available. 
Including Sleep-In and 
Tinted
•  All Cases Accepted 
Regardless of 
Difficulty
•  Selection of the 
Latest Fashion 
Kyeware
•  Affordable Fees
•  Student Discounts
“See Me 
To See.”
You’ll like the personal 
attention we give to your total 
eye health and appearance.
You’ ll appreciate our caring 
staff, expert guidance in frame 
and contact lens selection and 
affordable fees.
Derek L. Coombs, O.D.
Doctor of Optometry 
1029 Chorro Street 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
543-4777
because of .its location. Many 
people who come to California 
want to see both San Francisco 
and Los Angeles. San Luis 
Obispo is located in the middle of 
the two and it gives tourists an 
opportunity to see both areas.
“ We are very excited about the 
increase in tourism, but we can­
not slow down in our promotional 
efforts,” said Eylar. “ There are 
many businesses in the county 
who survive on our efforts. For 
example, a lot of hotels and 
restaraunts thrive solely on our 
tourist trade.
“ Our goal in the future is to 
continue to attract the same 
number of tourists but we are 
going to try to make the toufist 
season in SLO county more con­
sistent and not just during 
specific seasons,” said Eylar.
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**SAM MEETING**
THURS11AMAGENG123
ACCOUNTING CLUB
MEETING
TUES AT 11:00 RM 214-02
COLLEGE
REPUBLICANS
MEETING WED. 6PM FISHER SC. 287
FINALLY
A MORE CONVENIENT LOCATION TO 
SUBMIT YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS. THE 
MUSTANG DAILY IS NOW ACCEPTING 
ADS AT THE UU INFO DESK. THE 
DEADLINE FOR ALL CLASSIFED ADS 
IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE
GOLFERS UNITE
GOLF CLUB MEETING 
WED. 8PM 52 E-46 
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME
H AVERI M
JEWISH CULTURAL CLUB MEETING: 
MAY 4 6pm BLDG 52 RM A4 
REFRESHMENTS SERVED 
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME 
COME AND JOIN THE FUN
O.H. CLUB MEETING
WED. 7PM IN AE 123.HEAR ABOUT 
ALL OF THE INTERNSHIPS FROM 
WOODY FREYCOMES A TIME...FOR 
THE OH BANQUET TOO.GO ON-BE HERE 
IMPORTANT-ELECTIONS
S.A.M.- Thanx for all the fun In 
the suni We had a BLASTI A.M.A.
SAILING CLUB
Come join us for some fun on the 
water. Meeting Wed 4th 8pm SciE45
SCE MEETING
TONIGHT 7:30 ENGR 13-118 
OFFICER NOMINATIONS FOR 88-89 
MOVIE REFRESHMENTS
SKI CLUB
Meeting Wed. May 4 SCI. NORTH 215 
BBQ/POLY ROYADINTRAMURALS
VOTER REGISTRATION
DEADLINE 
MAY 9
SPONSORED BY CAL POLY 
- YOUNG DEMOCRATS
WINDSURF CLUB
MEETING TODAY BLDG 52 RME26 6PM 
CAMP-OUT SIGN-UPS AND INFO
YAF
MEETING THURSDAY 7:00 PM UU219 
Come find out what 
YOUNG AMERICANS FOR FREEDOM 
is all about!
YO BABY YO! IF YOU ARE A MEMBER OF
GOLDEN KEY&
HAVEN’T PICKED UP YOUR CERTIFICATE 
COME & SEE US IN THE UU DURING 
ACTIVITY HOUR 11AM 5/5
•HERE'S TO YOU' PRESENTS 
The Best BALLOON BOUQUETS in town 
13 BALLOONS $11.95 6 FOR $6.00 
FREE DELIVERY CALL 544-4759
ASI EXECSTAFF
Applications Now Available 
Any One Can Apply. Applications 
in UU217A!Call 756-1291 for 
more information. Applications 
must be turned in by May 6th.
ATTENTION ALL GREEKS
SEND THE GIFT THAT MAKES ANY 
OCCASION A PARTY. BALOON-O-GRAMS 
COSTUMED DELIVERY. CALL 
SINCERELY YOURS 481-1876.
LAST CHANCE!!
MOTHER’S DAY IS THIS SUNDAY 
SEND AN ORCHID ANYWHERE IN U.S. 
ONLY $5 TODAY U.U. PLAZA 9-3
SUNGLASSES!! 9 major brands, all 
styles. 10% off with a cal ooly ID 
VUARNETBUCCI,OAKLEY,SKI-OPTICS, 
RAYBAN,HOBIE,GARGOYLE,SUNCLOUD, 
MAUI JIMS AND REVOS. The Sea Barn 
Avila Beach!! Open 7 days a week 
WE STOCK ALL STYLES!!!
TEST TAKING TECHNIQUES
THURS MAY 5th 11-12 pm CHASE HALL
ROOM 101 756-1256___________________
THE DEADLINE FOR MUSTANG DAILY CLAS­
SIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN AD­
VANCE.
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER 
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367 
FREE PREGNANCY TEST 
‘A FRIEND FOR LIFE’
HAPPY B-DAY 
ED PARTIDA
U R 2 YRS AWAY FROM BEING A 1/4 
OF A CENTURY OLD! We ll be your 
friends anyway.ShannaJoeToddLiz 
JillCathy.This will be your best 
B-Day ever. Love Always,Julie
JILL TURNER
Happy B-Day 
I LOVE YAÜ 
! Let’s rage!-L
KAREN ST. CLAIR 
HAPPY 21 ST
Love Mike
LONELY OR BORED OR??? 
Sign up for a fun craft class in 
your UU Craft Center! Try It!!
AON
-GREEK SING- 
GOOD LUCK
Let’s show how strong our Little 
Shop of Love can grow.
AOII is having one 
h—  of a good time. 
-GREEK WEEK ’88- 
A-W-E-S-O-M-E
AO
GOOD LUCK IN GREEK SING!!
GAMMA PHI BETA 
LET’S MAKE GREEK WEEK GREAT, 
AS WE LET SCHOOL WAIT!!
FOB
GET RED HOI FOR GREEK SING!!!
NATALIE
ZTA Loves you
Great Job at Greek Godess
ZAE
GOOD LUCK SIG ALPHS 
IN GREEK SING!
lA E
GREEK WEEK ’88
...IT WOULDN’T HAVE HAPPENED 
IF THEY HAD PRE-SOLD TICKETS!
INTERESTED IN OWNING YOUR OWN 
BUSINESS? IF SO, DON’T MISS THE 
‘ INNOVATONS AND ENTREPRE­
NEURSHIP'
CONFERENCE MAY 13 AT THE SAN 
LUIS BAY INN. REGISTRATION FORMS 
AVAILABLE IN BUSINESS BLDG. DEANS 
OFFICE. FOR MORE INFO CALL MARGE 
AT 756-2704 OR DAVE AT 549-9297
JULIAN’S INVITES YOU TO TRY ~
“ FREE GOURMET COFFEE** 
WHERE: DOWNSTAIRS IN THE UU 
WHEN; THURSDAY, MAY 5 
TIME: 11:00-1:00 
WHY: JUST FOR THE FUN OF IT
HELP!
IT’S GONE!
LOST irreplaceable GARNET RING 
In SMALL BLUE MAKE-UP CASE at 
POLY ROYAL! Gift from my Grand­
mother. Very very sentimental.
I’m falling apart - life just 
hasn’t been the same.
REWARD!
(even more than this ad cost!) 
THANKS...Sarah 543-9004.
LOST-Red backpack. Last seen on 
steps at end of Science B-wing 
at 4p.m. on April 23 (Sat)
Call 549-9498 for reward
WANTED: CAMPER SHELL to fit 
Isuzu P’up longbed. ALSO twin bed 
Call MARTY HORTON (408)674-0688
IT’S NEW
THE MUSTANG DAILY NOW HAS A 
MORE CONVENIENT PLACE FOR YOU TO 
SUBMIT CLASSIFIED ADS.
THE UU INFO DESK NOW HAS A 
MUSTANG DAILY DROP BOX. THE 
DEADLINE FOR ALL CLASSIFIED ADS 
IS 10 AM TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE
ZTA
KICK SOME BUNS DURING 
GREEK WEEK
JUNE GRADUATES:1T’S NOT TOO 
LATE TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT 
DONE. REMEMBER YOUR ACHIEVMENT 
WITH A SENIOR PORTRAIT 
BY DAVID GREY 541-2858 MWFA/VEEK 
ENDS 6-9PM: NO SITTINGS BOOKED 
PAST 5/27/88
Retired executive couple to house 
sit during the months of July 
thru Sept, while their home is 
under construction, references 
available. Julie 544-0852
Academic Wtord processing. $1.50/ 
double-space page. Marcy541-4214
/Accurate TYPIST:Corrects All Your 
Spell,Punct,Grammar $2pg 543-3764
EXP Typist with LASER PRINTER 
Will also format & laser print 
from your IBM comp disc 544-7676
EXPERIENCED CP TYPIST 543-0550
Fast Service-Exprncd-Sen Prqi/etc 
$1.50/pg 541 -0168/541 -7773 Chris
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS,CALL 
BONNIE 543-0520, EVES.
I’m still here.For typing you can 
trust call Susie. 528-7805 Thanks
LASER PRINTED TYPING
CalLThe Latest Word 528-8505
PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING 
Call Karen at 544-2692
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING 
(Rona),LASER PRINTER w/100-t-type fonts, 
student rates,9am-6pm,M-Sat,544-2591
RESUME, PAPERS, PROJECTS, WORD 
PROCESSING DONE IN SO. CTY 
CONSHA’S OFFICE SUPPLY PISMO 
BEACH 773-5851 OR 489-0724 EVE
Senior Projects/Reports/Resumes 
Macintosh/Laser Prints 
Kathryn 528-4286 (Slo p/u & drop)
TYPING: $1.50 PER PAGE 
FAST & NEAT 549-8486
RIVER RAFTING $55/DAY 
EVEN LESS FOR GROUPS 
CALL 546-9655
INSTRUCTORS NEEDED. SUMMER JOBS 
FOR GRADUATES WITH EXCELLENT 
SAT, GRE, MCAT, OR GMAT SCORES.
CALL PAMELA 685-5767________________
Looking for summer recreation 
leaders. Programs run for 6 weeks.
Please send resume to J.Dewhurst 
1731 Santa Rosa no.E. For more info 
call 546-8680 eves.
PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST
Phones,Assist customers, daily 
papenwork & office clean-up.Apply 
in person at 5450 Edna Rd.SLO 
Located by SLO Airport.544-1318
SALES ;Copeland’s Sport Shoe Outlet 
is now accepting applications for 
full- and part-time employment.
Please apply in person at 894 
3t SLCHiguera S O. EOE
SANITARY ENGINEER 
The City of San Jose’s Dept, of 
Water Pollution Control is recruit­
ing qualified applicants for the 
position of sanitary Engineer.
Qualified applicants must posess a 
B.S. in Sanitary or Civil Engineer­
ing with one yr. related exp. A M.S. 
Degree may be substituted for the 
required exp. Project assignments 
will include progressive inves­
tigation and prognostic monitoring 
of the various unit processes and 
operations utilized at a 143 MCD 
advanced treatment facility. Salary 
is $44,455 - $54,035/annually.
Contact Jorden Mendoza, City of San 
Jose Personnel Dept., 801 N. First 
St., Room 207, San Jose, CA 95110. 
(408)277-4204. Applications and 
resumes will be accepted until 
6/30/88.__________________________
SENIOR SANITARY ENGINEER 
The City of San Jose's Dept of Water 
Pollution Control is recruiting 
qualified applicants for the posi­
tion of Senior Sanitary Engineer. 
Qualified applicants should have a 
M.S. D ^ re e  in Sanitary or Environ­
mental Engineering plus two yrs. 
professional sanitary engineering 
exp. Supervisorial exp. is highly 
desirable. The abilify to obtain a 
Calif. Professional Engineer 
certificate is a necessary require­
ment. Salary is $59,601 - $72,417/ 
annually. Contact Jorden Mendoza,
City of San Jose, CA 95110. 
(408)277-4204. Applications and 
resumes will be accepted until 
6/30/88__________________________
SITTER WANTED for 5yr. old Shell 
Bch. boy. Fri/Sun nites plus 2 
aft/eves wkly. Cooking and dishes 
20-25 hrs. Salary plus bonus for 
active, reliable person. Refs and 
own trans. 773-4941
Summer Jobs-Youth Programs
Planning & conducting activities 
for 5-12 year-olds. Various hours 
and positions available. For more 
info call Becky or Sue at S.L.O. Rec 
Dept 549-7303 or 549-7289
FOR SALE
FULL-SIZE FUTON BED-$40 
STUDENT DESK-$15 
CALL CRISTIN 541-4171
MACPLUS FOR SALE INCLUDES;800K 
INT.DR.,400K EXT.DR.,KEYBOARD, 
MOUSE,IMAGEWRITER,& SOFTWARE. 
$1899 OBO. MAX 541-0138 AFTER 5pm
HONDA SPREE XLNT COND LESS THAN 
100 MILES $450 541-3880
Nishiki 15 speed Mtn.Bike Excellent 
cond. $200 O.B.O 549-9616 after 6pm
CLASSIC! 1963 MG MIDGET 
CONVERTIBLE! Interior has wood 
panelling, new tires, new top, 
engine needs work. Call 541-1388, 
evenings, ask for Stew. $500. 
reg. ’till April ’89
**GREAT HOUSE** 5BDRM OWN $280mo 
Yr lease 6-16-88to 6-15-89 share$210 
w&d;micro;close to Poly 544-0813
1 or 2 F RMT NEEDED TO SHARE 
SPACIOUS LAGUNA LAKE TOWNHOUSE 
CALL DEBBI AT 541-2971
IF  RMMMATE 2 SHARE LG ROOM IN 
FURNISHED APT 4 88/89 YEAR
1 BLOCK FROM POLY
VERY CHEAP RENT, NICE ROOMIES 
PLEASE CALL PATTI 544-1348
1or2 Roommates Needed to share 
room in condo fully furnished grt 
location $450 -i- Deposit 546-9246
2 responsible, reasonably neat F 
Rmmates reeded to share townhouse 
in Mustang Village,$170/mo.prepd. 
for 88/89 school yr. 756-4687 
Christine or 756-4715 Ariel.
OWN ROOM AVAIL. 6-15-88 
YD., Fireplace, near Poly 
$260 mo. 544-2552 
Also summer rooms avail.
OWN room in house on So. Chorro 
with two Engr. Students Quiet 
Clean, Fireplace Avail. 4-1-88 
270 mo. 549-9265_________________
OWN room in 2 Bdrm house near Cal 
Poly, available 6/15 or for Fall.
$240.00 call Sharia 544-9366
Rmmtes to share 3Bdrm,2Bthrm Hse 
in Quiet Nbrhd-has Free Wshr/Dryr 
Frplce,StdyRm,Dshwshr,Bigyrd- 
Avail.sn-as-psbl. Own Rm 300Aincl 
wtr&trsh-DISCOUNT FOR SUMMER, 
12 MONTH LEASE-541-3931 STEVE
SUM SUBLET: Fm nds own furn rm in 
Apt or house. $120/month 549-9658
TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR
SUMMER ONLY. OWN ROOMS IN PINE 
CREEK CONDO $100/MO CALL DEENE 
AT 544-6729
1 or2 Bdrm Apt sum sublet 2-car 
carport Foothill/Calif 435/mo. 
Cheap 541-4692 Iv msg hi mom!
APT for lease 6-16-88 to 6-15-89,
2 bedrm furn for 4, near Poly, 
$560/mo,water,cable,garb Pd. 
543-8517 or 544-5385
RENTAL LISTS
FARRELL SMYTH PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT
21 Santa Rosa,Suite 100 
San Luis Obispo,Ca 93401 
(805)543-2636
FURNISHED 3 BDM APT 10 OR 12 
MONTH LEASE 543-1452__________
MUST RENT FOR SUMMER 
Private Rm,wshr/Dry,Furn/no Furn 
200/mo nego call Mike 541-6874
BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES LISTED 
FREE INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE 
ON CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE 
CENTURY 21-541-3432
Darling mobile home for one, 
emmaculate, excellent location, 
includes refridg, stove,& washer.
$17,500 - Don Patrick Reality-
Virginia 544-8050 or 544-9312___________
Roomy, esp, nice 3bd 2bath PUD. 
separate unit - no common walls.
Fireplace,micro,hot tub,Jennaire.
Handy location. $130,000. Don 
Patrick Realty - Peggy 544-8050 or 
481-2318
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INCREASE
From page 1
have a common sentiment that 
our contracts were negotiated 
and signed and that there was no 
reason that they should be 
changed.”
Gowgani and Seim also lobbied
in support of Proposition 71, an 
amendment to the Gann gov­
ernment spending limitation ini­
tiative.
The initiative did not originally 
take enrollment growth into con­
sideration and is based on the 
National Comsumer Price Index 
rather than the California Con­
sumer Price Index.
Proposition 71, which adjusts 
these two factors, will appear on 
the ballot in November.
Gowgani emphasized that 
gaining the Assembly’s support 
for the proposition is important 
since the assemblymen’s recom­
mendations will play an influen­
tial role in how their constituents 
will vote in the upcoming elec-
Stanford curriculum protest 
could broaden Poly courses
By Megan Owings
staff Writer
The recent philosophy tex­
tbook protest at Stanford Uni­
versity could reverberate to Cal 
Poly — possibly leading to cur­
riculum changes — according to 
two Cal Poly philosophy pro­
fessors.
“ I guess it could happen,” said 
Charles Hagen, associate pro­
fessor of philosophy. “ I’m sym­
pathetic to the students’ view­
sentation of what Western 
culture has to offer in literature, 
with works written by women 
and minorities in the greatest 
demand for additions to the cur­
riculum.
In National College Newspaper, 
a Stanford student said the stu­
dents will feel cheated knowing 
there is more literature and 
scholarship out there and Stan­
ford won’t tell them about it.
Cal Poly has two general 
education classes similar to the
‘But because we’ve chosen to emphasize the classics, 
there was an unintended effect and that was to make the 
reading almost strictly male. I think there is a real 
education in trying to know the whole world ... we need 
to get out o f this lily-white cultural sea.’
— Stan Dundon
points, both at Stanford and here 
at Cal Poly.”
Students at Stanford Univer­
sity in March put a core cur­
riculum course under fire, saying 
the required textbooks dealt with 
only “ dead, white, European 
males.”
The yearlong class. Western 
Culture, deals with writings from 
three eras: ancient, medieval/
renaissance and modern. Some of 
the disputed books include: 
Genesis (from the Hebrew Bible); 
Plato’s Republic', Homer’s The 
Iliad and The Odyssey', Dante’s 
Inferno' ,  M achiavelli’s The 
Prince', Marx’s The Communist 
Manifesto', Voltaire’s Candide', 
and all of Darwin.
According to The National Col­
lege Newspaper, the students 
were demanding a higher repre­
Stanford class under scrutiny: 
Philosophy 230, which covers 
readings of various philosophical 
classics and focuses on the iden­
tification and evaluation of the 
c e n tra l m e tap h y sica l
epistemological themes; and 
Philosophy 231, in which various 
readings focus on the identifica­
tion and evaluation of ethics, and 
social and political philosophy.
Each student must pass one of 
these classes to graduate.
Hagan said if any changes are 
made in these classes’ cur­
riculums, he would prefer there 
just be additions made.
“ 1 would hate to see a one-to- 
one trade,” Hagen said. “ 1 don’t 
believe in sacrificing quality.
“ It’s a matter of getting in 
tune with Western civilization 
and tradition. What these books
say actually accounts for a large 
part of the way we think and act 
today. 1 would hate to lose some 
of these works.”
Stan D undon, Cal Poly 
philosophy professor, said most 
students protested at Stanford 
because works by women and 
minorities were ignored. “ Not 
including a group makes them 
not feel at all a part of the 
culture when they actually are. 
Including them would add to the 
breadth of courses.
“ Plato had a great argument 
for this situation and that was if 
you are good enough to pick out 
the textbooks then you don’t 
need to read them,” Dundon 
said. “ So if the students are that 
well-versed in knowing what 
books they should read then they 
don’t need to read them ... 
right?”
Dundon said a situation like 
this is a very healthy challenge 
for the general campus conser­
vativeness. He said faculty in 
general are afraid of change. He 
has been involved for the past 
eight years in “ trying to interna­
tionalize the school.”
“ But because we’ve chosen to 
emphasize the classics, there was 
an unintended effect and that 
was to make the reading almost 
strictly male,” he said. “ 1 think 
there is a real education in trying 
to know the whole world ... we 
need to get out of this lily-white 
cultural sea.”
J o h n  Pe r r y ,  S t a n f o r d  
philosophy professor, said its 
Committee on Undergraduate 
Studies has proposed a new core 
list with a new requirement — 
“ Cultures, Ideas and Values” — 
which will bring “ fresh blood” to 
a program plagued by rigidity.
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OPENING CELEBRATION PARTY!
ALL YOÜ CAN EAT SUSHI 
and
ALL YOU CAN EAT JAPANESE HOOD
From our special menu
Kirin Beer Drinking Contest! 
Saturday May 7th
Men $14.00 
Women $12.00
5pm-9pm
541-3720
773-B Foothill 
(Foothill Plaza)
tion.
At this point, however, most of 
the leg isla to rs, including 
Seastrand and O’Connell, haven’t 
taken a formal position on the 
issue and were noncommittal 
during the PAC’s lobby.
The PAC also planned to ad­
dress the issue of acquiring 
research funds for the CSU
system, but Gowgani said that 
allocations will depend on next 
year’s budget.
Gowgani and Seim also met 
with the governor’s scheduling 
secretary, who said that the gov­
ernor should be able to confirm 
his engagement by early August 
to open the Agriculture Science 
Building in the fall.
TRANSIENTS VENTURA
From page 1
Whitmer.
The San Luis Obispo Police 
Department also works closely 
with businesses to deal with the 
transient problem, said Steve 
Seybold, crime prevention coor­
dinator at the police department.
Police respond to at least one 
call a day from businesses and 
the public reporting unwanted 
presence of an individual on a 
particular premise.
Transients in San Luis Obispo 
have been arrested for indecent 
exposure, urinating in public, 
panhandling, trespassing, public 
drunkenness and petty theft, 
said Seybold.
“ There are habitual offenders,” 
Seybold said. “ A local transient
Rubes
From page 1
Ventura has the largest popu­
lation that is not served by a 
public four-year university, said 
Kennedy. Before the center 
started, Ventura students would 
have to commute 40 or 50 miles 
to either UCSB or CSU Nor- 
thridge.
passed away recently from 
alcohol abuse. Over approxi­
mately 20 years, he was arrested 
about 500 times for being drunk 
in public.”
Seybold said that there is no 
known way to assist businesses 
with transient problems, but 
police respond whenever they are 
needed.
By Leigh Rubin
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Graduating Seniors!
Sky Chefs, a nationally recognized leader in the airline catering 
industry, will be on campus May 5th, 1988 to conduct 
interviews. Entry level operation/production management 
positions are available in our facilities in SanFrancisco, 
LosAngeles and major cities throughout the U.S. Contact the 
Placement Center for more details or come to our
Information Session on Wednesday, May 4th at 
the Staff Dining Hall, Building 19, Room A from 
7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
SKYCI-EFS
